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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is in the line of our systematical study of ordered semigroups. 
By an ordered semigroup we mean a semigroup with a simple order which is 
compatible with the semigroup operation. In [6] we characterized ordered 
idempotent semigroups, in [7j we determined all types of subsemigroups 
generated by an inverse pair in an ordered semigroup, in [S] we characterized 
ordered completely regular semigroups, and in [9] we characterized some 
kind of ordered inverse semigroups which we called proper. 
In the algebraic theory of semigroups regular semigroups constitute an 
important type of semigroups which is a generalization of inverse semigroups. 
But until now very little was known about regular semigroups. As the first 
step of the study of ordered regular semigroups, the main purpose of this note 
is to characterize ordered regular proper semigroups. The results and the 
method of this paper are similar, to some extent, to those in our previous 
paper [9], but are much more complicated. 
As a by-product, in Section 2 we define proper semigroups purely- 
algebraically, whereas defined in [9] for ordered inverse semigroups, and give 
some important properties of regular proper semigroups. 
In Section 3 we give a theorem asserting that each g-class of an ordered 
semigroup belongs to one of the two types, which we call L-type and R-type 
(Theorem 3.1). This theorem, which is a generalization of a theorem given 
in [6], is so fundamental that it seems to play an important role in the algebraic 
characterization of orderability of regular semigroups. 
Sections 4 and 5 we devote to the study of the characterization of ordered 
regular proper semigroups. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The notations of Clifford and Preston [2] are used throughout. In particular, 
if p is a congruence on a semigroup S, then S/p denotes the factor semigroup 
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of S modulo p, and ph denotes the natural homomorphism of S onto S/p. 
We always denote by S a semigroup and by E the set of idempotents of a 
semigroup S, unless otherwise mentioned. 
By the minimum group congruence on S we mean the smallest congruence o 
on S for which S/u is a group. Unless otherwise mentioned we always denote 
by u the minimum group congruence of S. 
If A _C S and there exists a .%class containing A, then the %class is 
denoted by D(A). When A = ( a we write D(a) in place of D({u}). In other } 
words, for a E S, D(a) is the G&class which contains the element a. If A is 
itself a %class of S, then clearly D(A) = A. 
If E is a subsemigroup of S, then E itself as a semigroup is decomposed 
into %classes. A .%class of the semigroup E is called a gE-class, and D(A) 
and D(u) of the semigroup E are denoted by D,(A) and DE(u), respectively. 
For e, f E E, if DE(e) = DE( f ), then we write e.9E f. 
If S is an idempotent semigroup, then S is a semilattice of rectangular 
bands ([2]; Exercise 1, Section 4.2), and it is easily seen that every rectangular 
band which is a constituent of the decomposition is a g-class of S. Thus the 
set of %classes of S can be considered to form a semilattice which is called 
the associated semiluttice of S and is denoted by 9. We denote the semilattice 
operation in S* by o and the order relation in S* by <. In particular, for 
a, b E S, we have D(u) o D(b) = D(u6) = D&z) = D(6) o D(u). 
S is called an ordered semigroup if S is a semigroup and a simply-ordered 
set at the same time and satisfies the condition that, if a, b, c E S and a < b, 
then UC < bc and ca < cb. In an ordered semigroup S we say that c lies 
between a und b if either a < c < 6 or b < c < a. An element a of S is called 
positive if a < ua, while a is called negative if a > a2. For u E S the number 
of distinct natural powers of a is called the order of a. Evidently a is of order 1 
if and only if a is an idempotent. For a subset T of S we denote by max T 
and min T the greatest element and the least element of T, respectively. 
Now we list some results from our previous papers which will be needed 
in the following discussions. 
LEMMA 1.1 ([6], Lemma 2). In an ordered idempotent semigroup S, both 
ub and bu lie between a and b. 
LEMMA 1.2 ([6], Lemma 3). In an ordered idempotent semjgroup S, ;f c 
lies between a and b, then ub = ucb. 
LEMMA 1.3 ([6], Lemma 4). In an ordered iakmpotent semig~oup S, if c 
lies between a and b, then D(c) > D(u) o D(b). 
LEMMA 1.4 ([6], Theorem 1). In an ordered zibn~otmt semigroup S, 
each %AISS consists of either only one 9-class or only one W-class. 
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By Lemma 1.4, a Sclass in an ordered idempotent semigroup S belongs 
to one of two types. A g-class which consists of only one Z-class is called 
a ~-class of L-type, while a Sclass which consists of only one g-class is 
called a g-class of R-type. 
LEMMA 1.5 ([d], Theorem 2). In an ordered idempotent semigroup S, let 
a < 6. If the B-class D(a) 0 D(b) is of L-type, then 
ab = min (y; y E D(a) o D(b) and a < y}, 
ba = max {y; y E D(a) o D(b) and y < b}. 
If D(a) o D(b) is of R-type, then 
ab = max (y; y E D(a) o D(b) and y < b), 
ba = min (y; y E D(a) o D(b) and a < y}. 
LEMMA 1.6 ([6], Theorem 3). Let F, G, H be .9-classes of an ordered 
idempotent semigroup S such that F < H and G < H. Then F and G are 
comparable in the associated semilattice S*. 
LEMMA 1.7 ([7], Corollary of Lemma 1). In an ordered semigroup S, E 
is, if it is nonvoid, a subsemigroup of S. 
LEMMA 1.8 ([7], Theorem 1). In an ordered semigroup, let x’ be an inverse 
of x. Then x is an idempotent if and only sf x’ is an idempotent. 
LEMMA 1.9 ([7], Lemma 5). In an ordered semigroup, let x’ and y’ be 
inverses of x and y, respectively. Then y’x’ is an inverse of xy. 
LEMMA 1.10 ([7], Lemma 6). In an ordered semigroup, let x’ be an inverse 
of x. If x’ < x, then x’ is nonpositive and x is nonnegative. 
LEMMA 1.11 ([7], Corollary of Lemma 7). In an ordered semigroup, let x’ 
be an inverse of x. Then x is an element of order 2 af and only sf x’ is of order 2. 
LEMMA 1.12 ([7], Equation (8)). In an ordered semigroup, let x’ be an 
inverse of x. If both x and x’ are elements of order 2 and x’ Q x, then 
x’2 < x’ < x’x < x < x2. 
LEMMA 1.13 (173, Theorem 2). In an ordered regular sem~oup, an element 
of jinite order can have order only 1 or 2. 
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2. REGULAR PROPER SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we study regular proper semigroups. Except for the last 
part, all results are purely-algebraic. 
Let S be a semigroup. A subset U of S is called left-unitary if ux E U and 
u E U imply x E U. A right-unitary subset is defined dually. A subset of S 
which is both left and right-unitary is simply called unitary. If the set E 
of idempotents forms a unitary subsemigroup of S, then S is called proper. 
Here we give two lemmas which are due to Howie and Lallement. 
LEMMA 2.1 ([4j, Lemma 2.1). For a regular semigroup S, the following 
conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(1) Sisproper, 
(2) E is a left-unitary subset of S. 
LEMMA 2.2 (l-4, Lemma 2.2). In a regular proper semigroup S, ab E E 
if and only if ba E E. 
Now we give some properties of proper semigroups. 
LEMMA 2.3. In a proper semi&up S, let x’ be an inverse of an element x. 
Then x is an idempotent ;f and only zf x’ is an idempotent. 
Proof. If x is an idempotent, then x E E and xx’ E E. Hence we have x’ E E. 
This proves the “only if” part of the lemma. We can prove the “if” part in a 
similar way. 
LEMMA 2.4. In a proper semigroup S, let x’ and y’ be inverses of x and y, 
respectively. Then y’x’ is an inverse of xy. 
Proof. Since yy’, x’x E E, we have x’xyy’ E E, and so 
xy = xx’xyy’y = x(x’xyy’)2 y = xx’xyy’x’x3ty’y = xyy’x’xy, 
Similarly we have y’x’ = y’x’xyy’x’. 
LEMMA 2.5. In a regular proper semigroup S, let x’ be an inverse of x. Then 
xzx’ E E af and only if z E E. 
Proof. Since S is proper, x E E is equivalent to x’xx E E and, by Lemma 
2.2, x’xz E E is equivalent to xzx’ E E. 
LEMMA 2.6. In a regular proper semigroup S, the following relations for 
x, y E S are equivalent to one another: 
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(1) xy’ E E for some inverse y’ of y, 
(2) y’x E E for some inverse y’ of y, 
(3) xry E E for some inverse x’ of x, 
(4) yx’ E E for some inverse x’ of x, 
(5) xy’ E E for every inverse y’ of y, 
(6) y’x E E for every inverse y’ of y, 
(7) x’y E E fm every inverse x’ of x, 
(8) yx’ E E for every inverse x’ of x, 
(9) xey’ E E for some inverse y’ of y and some e E E, 
(10) y’ex E E for some inverse y’ of y and some e E E, 
(11) x’ey E E for some inverse x’ of x and some e E E, 
(12) yex’ E E for some inverse X’ of x and some e E E, 
(13) xe=fyforsomee,fEE, 
(14) ex = yf for some e, f E E, 
(15) exf = eyf for some e, f E E, 
(16) uxv = uyv for some u, v E S, 
(17) exe = eyefor some e E E. 
Proof. (1) is equivalent to (2) by Lemma 2.2. Similarly, (3) is equivalent 
to (4). Now (2) implies (7). In fact, by Lemma 2.5, we have y’xx’y E E and 
so, since y’x E E, we have x’y E E. Similarly, (1) implies (8), (3) implies (6), 
and (4) implies (5). It is trivial that (5), (6), (7) and (8) imply (I), (2), (3) 
and (4), respectively. Thus the first eight conditions are equivalent to one 
another. (1) implies (9), since xx’xy’ = xy’ E E and x’x G E. (9) implies (13), 
since x(ey’y) = (xey’) y. (13) implies (15). In fact, since xe = fy, we have 
fxe = f (xe) e = f (fy) e = fye. (15) implies (16) trivially. (16) implies (15). 
If u, v E S, then we take inverses u’ and v’ of u and v, respectively. Putting 
u’u = e and vv’ = f, we have exf = u’uxvv’ = u’uyvv’ = eyf. If u or v is 
an empty symbol, then, taking an arbitrary idempotent for e or f, we can 
proceed as above. (15) implies (17). Since exf = eyf, we have fexfe = feyfe 
and fe E E. (17) implies (2). By Lemma 2.4, ey’e is an inverse of eye = exe. 
Hence exey’e = (exe) (ey’e) E E and so, since S is proper, we have xey’ E E. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, we have ey’x E E and so y’x E E. Thus the con- 
ditions (l)-(9), (13), (15), (16) and (17) are equivalent to one another. The 
remaining assertions of the lemma can be proved similarly. 
LEMMA 2.7. In a regular proper semz&oup S, we put xpy if and on& ;f 
one of the relations in Lemma 2.6 holds fm x, y E S. Then p is the minimum 
group congruence o on S and E constitutes a a-class. 
Proof. First we show that p is a congruence relation. For every x E S 
we have xpx, since xx’ E E. If xpy, then xy’ E E and so, by (4) of Lemma 2.6, 
we have ypx. If xpy and ypz, then xy’, yz’ E E and so xy’yz’ E E. Hence, by 
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(9) of Lemma 2.6, we have xpz. Thus p is an equivalence relation. If xpy, 
then y’x E E and xy’ E E. Hence xz’y’x E E and so, by Lemma 2.2, we have 
x&y’ E E. Also, by Lemma 2.5, we have zxy’z’ E E. But, by Lemma 2.4, 
z’y’ and y’z’ are inverses of yz and zy, respectively. Hence we have xzpyz and 
zxpzy. Thus p is a congruence relation. Next we show that E constitutes a 
p-class. If e E E and xpe, then, by definition, we have ex E E. Since S is proper, 
we have x E E. On the other hand, if e, f E E, then ef E E and so epf. Hence E 
constitutes a p-class. Now we take an inverse x’ of x. Then 
(xx’) x = x(x’x) = x, xx’ E E, and x’x E E. Hence, in the factor semigroup 
S/p, Eph is the identity and x’ph is an inverse of xp! Thus S/p is a group. 
Finally, let T be a congruence on S such that S/T is a group. Then, for e E E, 
we have (e~Q)s = e7Q and so eTh is the identity of S/T. Let xpy. Then, by 
definition, exe = eye for some e E E. Hence xrQ = (exe) oh = (eye) ~b = y7h 
and so xry. Therefore p _C 7. Thus p is the minimum group congruence a 
and E constitutes a u-class. 
LEMMA 2.8. In a iegular proper semi&up S, the following relations for 
x, y E S are equivalent to one another: 
(1) y is an inverse of x, 
(2) Rz CT L, contains an idempotent and (xuh) (yuh) = 1, 
(3) R, n L, contains an idempotent and (xuh) (yuh) = 1. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). In fact, we have xy E E, xy&?x, +Yy and 
(xuh) (yub) = (xy) oh = 1. (2) implies (3). By Theorem 2.17 of [2], we have 
yx E R, n L, . Moreover, (yx) us = (yuh) (xuh) = 1 and so, by Lemma 2.7, 
we have yx E E. (3) implies (1). In fact, we can prove similarly that 
e=xyER,nL, and eEE. Hence x=ex=xyx and y=ye=yxy. 
THEOREM 2.9. For a regular semigroup S, the following conditions are 
equivaknt to each othn: 
(1) S is proper, 
(2) E constitutes a u-class. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, (1) implies (2). Next we suppose that E constitutes 
a u-class and that ex E E and e E E. Then xub = (xuh) (cub) = (xe) us = 1. 
Hence x E E and so E is a left-unitary subset of S. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
S is proper. 
Remark. In [9], a proper ordered inverse semigroup was defined to be an 
ordered inverse semigroup S in which E constitutes a u’-class where, for 
x, y E S, xu’y if and only if ex = ey for some e E E. It was shown in [5J, or 
is easily seen by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, that in an inverse semigroup S, u’ is 
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the minimum group congruence. Hence, by Theorem 2.9, the notion of 
proper semigroups defined in this section is a generalization of that of proper 
ordered inverse semigroups defined in [9]. 
In the rest of this section, we are concerned with ordered semigroups. 
LEMMA 2.10. In an ordered regular proper semz&oup S, each a-class is a 
convex subset of S. 
Proof. Let xoy and x < z < y. Then we have exe = eye for some e E E. 
Hence exe < exe ,< eye = exe and so exe = eze. Therefore we have XUZ. 
THEOREM 2.11. For an ordered regular semigroup S, the following two 
conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(1) S is proper, 
(2) E is a convex subset of S. 
Proof. First we suppose that S is proper. Then, by Lemma 2.7, E is a 
u-class and so, by Lemma 2.10, E is a convex subset of S. Conversely, we 
suppose that E is convex in S and that ex E E and e E E. Let x’ be an inverse 
of x and first we suppose that x‘ < x. Now we assume that x is not an idem- 
potent. Then, by Lemmas 1.8 and 1.10, x is positive and x’ is negative. Hence 
we have xx’x = x < xs and x’s < x’ = x‘xx’ and so x’ < xx’ < x and xx’ E E. 
But, by Lemma 1.9, x’e is an inverse of ex and so, by Lemma 1.8, we have 
x’e E E. Since E is convex we have x’xx’ = x’ < x’e and ex < x = xx’x. 
Hence we have xx’ < e and e < xx’ at the same time, which is absurd. In 
the case when x < x’ we can prove x E E similarly. Hence E is a left-unitary 
subset of S and so, by Lemma 2.1, S is proper. 
COROLLARY 2.12. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, there are no 
elements of finite order except idempotents. 
Proof. Let a be an element of finite order. Then, by Lemma 1.13, a has 
order 1 or 2. Now we assume that a is an element of order 2. Let a’ be an inverse 
of a. Then, by Lemma 1.11, a’ is also an element of order 2. Hence, by Lemma 
1.12, if a’ < a, then a’a < a < a2, and, if a < a’, then a2 < a < au’. 
Since a2, a’a, aa’ E E, in both cases E is not convex in S, which contradicts 
Theorem 2.11. Thus a is an element of order 1, that is, an idempotent. 
3. REGULAR ~-CLASSES IN AN ORDERED SEMIGROUP 
In this section, we give some properties of regular %classes in an ordered 
semigroup. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a %class of an ordered semigroup S. Then either 
(1) every Y-class in D contains at most one idempotent, or 
(2) every B-class in D contains at most one idempotent. 
Proof. We assume that the conclusion of the theorem is false. Then there 
exist an 9-class L and an g-class R which contain two distinct idempotents 
e < f and g < h, respectively. Let x EL n R and let s and t be inverses of x 
in R, n L, and Rf n L, , respectively. These inverses really exist, by Theorem 
2.18 of [2]. Now we have sx E E, sx E R* n L, = H, , and so, by Lemma 2.15 
of [2], we have sx = e. Similarly, we have tx = f, xt = g, and xs = h. Hence 
sx=e<f=tx,xt=g<h=xsandso,wehaves<tandt<satthe 
same time, which is absurd. 
A g-class in which every P-class contains at most one idempotent is 
called a 5%class of R-type. A %class of L-type is defined dually. Theorem 3.1 
shows that every %class is either of R-type or of L-type. Of course, a g-class 
may be of R-type and at the same time of L-type. 
Now let S be an ordered semigroup and we suppose that E is nonvoid. 
Then, by Lemma 1.7, E is a subsemigroup of S. Thus we can consider 
BE-equivalence. Moreover, for e, f E E, if eBEf, then evidently eBf. Hence, 
for a 9E-class F, we can consider D(F). In particular, if S is an ordered idem- 
potent semigroup, then clearly E = S and D(F) = F. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let D be a %zlass of an ordered idempotent semigroup S. 
Then D is of L-type in the sense of Section 1 if and only ;f D is of L-type in the 
sense of this section. Also D is of R-type in the sense of Section 1 if and only if D 
is of R-type in the sense of this section. 
Proof. We prove only the assertion for the L-type since the case of the 
R-type can be proved similarly. First we suppose that D is of L-type in the 
sense of Section 1. Let e, f E D and e%‘f. Then, by assumption, we have 
e9f and so e.%f. Hence, by Lemma 2.15 of [2], we have e = f. Conversely, 
we suppose that D is of L-type in the sense of this section. Let e, f E D. Then 
there exists an element g such that e9g9f. By assumption we have e = g 
and so e9f. 
Lemma 3.2 assures that for an ordered idempotent semigroup the two 
definitions of L-type and R-type cause no confusion. 
In an ordered semigroup S, as we mentioned above, for e, f E E, eaEf 
implies egf, but the converse is not always true. As for 9 and 9, the situation 
is different. For e, f E E, e&?f in E if and only if e98’f in S, and e9f in E if and 
only if esf in S ([Y], p. 265). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F be a 9J~cIQss of an ordered semigroup S. If D(F) is a 
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&@-class ofL-type, then F is a 9+lass of L-type. Also, if D(F) is of R-type, then 
F is of R-type. 
Proof. The proof is evident. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let D be a regular %&us of an ordered semigroup S. If D 
is of L-type, then all invemes of an element x E D lie in the same -Ep-class. If D is 
of R-type, then all inverses of an element x E D lie in the same 9&class. 
Proof. Let x’ and x” be inverses of the same element x in a regular !%class 
D of L-type. Then XX’~X.%?XX’ and, since D is of L-type, we have xx’ = XXI. 
Hence x’pxx’ = xx”9x”. The second assertion can be proved similarly. 
4. STRUCTURE THEORY OF ORDERED REGULAR PROPER SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we study the structure of an ordered regular proper semi- 
group. Throughout this section we denote by S an ordered regular proper 
semigroup. Since E is nonvoid, E is by Lemma 1.7, a subsemigroup of S. 
Hence we can consider the associated semilattice E* of the idempotent semi- 
group E, which is constituted by the set of all gE-classes. By Lemma 2.7, 
there exists the minimum group congruence c on S. We denote the group 
S/o by r. By Lemma 2.10 we can introduce an order in I’ in a natural way; 
that is, for (Y, j? E r, we define OL < /? if and only if there exist elements a and b 
of S such that aah = 01, bob = j3 and a < b. It is easily seen that with this 
order r turns out to be a simply-ordered group. In the rest of this section we 
assume that the group r is ordered with this order. The identity element of r 
is denoted by 1. An element a of S is called an element of L-type or of R-type 
depending if the g-class which contains a is of L-type or of R-type. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let D be a g-class of an ordered regular proper sem&voup S 
andleta,bED; 
(1) if D is of L-type, &b and aoh = ba$ then a = b, 
(2) if D is of R-type, a9b and aoh = bob, then a = b. 
Proof. We prove (1) only. Let a’ be an inverse of a and put aa’ = e, 
a’a=f,ba’=g,anda’b=h.ThenwehaveeEE,eER,nL,~=R,nL,,, 
and (bd) (a’&) = (ad) (a’uh) = (aa’) ah = 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.8, Q’ 
is an inverse of b. Therefore g, h E E, hBa’%‘f, and gBb&.Be. Since D is of 
L-type we have h = f and g = e. Hence 
a = aa’a = ea = ga = ba’a = bf = bh = ba’b = b. 
For e E E, we denote 
r(e) = {ad; &e}. 
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LEMMA 4.2. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, ;f e, f E E and 
eCBEf, then r(e) = r(f ). 
Proof. We denote the 9x-class which contains e and f by F. If F is of 
R-type, then eB?f and so a9?e is equivalent to &f. Hence r(e) = F(f). 
Next we suppose that F is of L-type. For every 01 E r(e) there exists an element 
a such that aoh = 01 and a9e. Since F is of L-type we have e-Ef and so fe = f. 
Hence f&fe = f and (fa) oh = (fob) (a&) = aoh = (Y. Therefore F(e) C r( f ). 
Similarly, r(f) C r(e) and so P(e) = r( f ). 
ForF E E*, we put 
l’(F) = F(e) 
where e is an element of F. By Lemma 4.2, r(F) is well-defined irrespective 
of the choice of e EF. 
LEMMA 4.3. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, let egEf, eBa, 
fBb, aoh = bob and Eet a’ and b’ be inverses of a and b, respectively. Then 
al&&b. 
Proof. We denote by F the 9x-class which contains e and f, and by C 
the Z&class in S which contains F. First we suppose that the %class C is of 
R-type. Then, by Lemma 3.3, the 9x-class F is of R-type and so &eSi? f B?b. 
Hence 
aa’ E E, au’~R,nL,.=R,nL,s, 
(hub) (a’&) = (a&) (a’&) = (aa’) oh = 1 
and so, by Lemma 2.8, a’ is an inverse of b. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, we 
have a’B?b’ and so a’&a’Wb’B?b’b. Thus we have a’dEb’b. Next we suppose 
that C is of L-type. Then e&k?&ra’ and so e = aa’. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, 
we have f.Ye = aa’za’ and so f E R, n L,* . Moreover, 
(huh) (a’&) = (a&) (a’&) = (aa’) us = 1. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.8, b is an inverse of a’. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, we 
have adpb and so a’azagbgb’b. Thus a’a5BEb’b. 
Let F E E* and let (Y E r such that 01 E r(F). We first choose e E F, then an 
element a E S such that ega and aoh = a (such an element a really exists, 
since 01 E r(F)), and then an inverse a’ of a. By Lemma 4.3, the 9x-class 
which contains a’a is determined only by F and OL, irrespective of the choice 
of elements e, a and a’. This 9x-class is denoted by P. For F E E*, 
d(F) = {p; a! E r(F)} 
is called the derived family determined by F. 
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LEMMA 4.4. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, let F, G E E*. 
Then G E A(F) if and only if G C D(F). 
Proof. First we suppose G E A(F). Then G = F” for some OL E P(F). 
Hence, by definition, e E F, e.%?a, a’ is an inverse of a, and a’a E G. Since 
eB?aZ’a’a we have a’a E D(F) and so G _C D(F). Conversely, we suppose that 
G _C D(F). We take f E F and g E G arbitrarily. Since f, g E D(F) there exists 
an element a such that f9aZg. We put aob = 01. Then, by definition, OL E P(F). 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.18 of [2], R, n Lf contains an inverse a’ of a. Since 
a’a E R,, n L, = R, n L, = H, we have, by Lemma 2.15 of [2], a’a = g. 
Hence, by definition, G = Fa E A(F). 
LEMMA 4.5. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, suppose that 
F, G E E*, G < F and that a’ is an inverse of a, aoh = 01, aa’ E F, and g E G. 
Then 01 E P(G) and a’ga E G&. 
Proof. We have gas’ E G o F = G, gaa’gga, and 
(ga) oh = (gd) (auh) = aah = 01. 
Hence 01 E r(G). Moreover, by Lemma 1.9, a’g is an inverse of ga and so, 
by definition, a’ga = (a’g) (ga) E GW. 
THEOREM 4.6. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, 
(1) for each F E E*, either all 9E-classes in A(F) are of L-type or all BE- 
classes in A(F) are of R-type, 
(2) r= UFEE*W), 
(3) for every F E E*, we have 1 E P(F) and FI = F, 
(4) for F, G E E*, if G <F and 01 E P(F), then 01 E P(G) and GEL <p, 
(5) for F E E*, zf OL E P(F) and /3 E P(p), then c$’ E P(F) andp ==(Fm)o, 
(6) for F E E*, if 01 E P(F), then (~-l E P(p), 
(7) for F, G E E*, if F and G are comparable in E* and CY E P(F) n r(G) 
and if there exist elements f E F and g E G such that f < g, then there exist 
elements h EF~’ and k E G” such that h < k. 
Proof. (1) If D(F) is a %Ass of L-type, then, by Lemmas 4.4 and 3.3, 
all gE-classes in A(F) are of L-type. If D(F) is of R-type, then all gE-classes 
in A(F) are of R-type. 
(2) Let 01 E r. Then there exists an element a E S such that aoh = 0~. 
Taking an inverse a’ of a we have, by definition, cx E P(aa’) and so 
OL E P(DE(aa’)) with DE(aa’) E E*. 
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(3) Clearly, forf E F we havefgf andfob = 1. Hence 1 E r(F). Moreover, 
f itself is an inverse off and so, by definition, F1 = F. 
(4) Let f EF. Since 01 E I’(F) there exists an element a E 5’ such that 
fBa and aoh = 01. Taking an inverse a’ of a we have aa’92a~f and so au’ E F. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.5, we have 01 E r(G) and, for g E G, a’ga E GU. But, by 
definition, a’a E F= and a’ga = (a’a) (a’ga). Hence G” = Fo1 o G” and so 
Gu<P. 
(5) Since OL E I’(F) there exists, for f E F, an element a E S with a9f and 
aoh = 01. Hence, taking an inverse a’ of a, we have a’a EFOL. Since fl E r(P), 
there exists an element b E S with a’&b and bah = /3. Hence f92a = aa’&ab 
and (ab) oh = (a&) (huh) = $! and so a/3 E F(F). We take an inverse b’ of b. 
Then, by Lemma 1.9, b’a’ is an inverse of ab and so, by definition, b’a’ab E F”p. 
On the other hand, a’&a’ab, (a’ab) ~4 = ((ala) ah) (bus) = huh = p and, 
by Lemma 1.9, b’a’a is an inverse of a’ab. Hence b’a’ab = (b’a’a) (a’ab) E (F”)B 
and so Pfl= (P)s. 
(6) We suppose that f EF, fga, aoh = 01, and that a’ is an inverse of a. 
Then, by definition, a’a EP. Moreover, a’&a’ and since (au’) oh = 1 we 
have a’& = (a&-l = a-l. Hence 01-l E r(P). 
(7) First we suppose that G <F. Since 01 E r(F) there exists an element 
a E S such that aBf and aoh = 01. Taking an inverse a’ of a we put a’fa = h 
and a’ga = k. Then h = a’fa < a’ga = k and, by Lemma 4.5, h EFDL and 
k E GN. We can prove the assertion similarly in the case where F < G. 
For a derived family A(F), if all QE-classes in A(F) are of L-type, then we 
say that A(F) is a derivedfamily ofl-type. If all gE-classes in A(F) are of R-type, 
then we say that A(F) is of R-type. By (1) of Theorem 4.6, each derived family 
belongs to one of the two types; that is, L-type and R-type. 
LEMMA 4.7. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, suppose that a E S, 
f E E, and aBf. Then a is an element of L-type if and only if A(D,( f )) is a 
derived family of L-type. 
Proof. First we suppose that a is an element of L-type. Let G E A(D,( f )). 
Then, by Lemma 4.4, G C D(D,( f )) = D(f) = D(a) and so D(G) = D(a). 
Hence, by Lemma 3.3, G is a gE-class of L-type and so A(D,( f )) is of L-type. 
Next we suppose that A(D,( f )) is of L-type. Let g and h be idempotents of 
D(a) such that g9h. Then g and h are contained in the same Q,-class, say G. 
We have G _C D(a) = D(DE(f)) and so, by Lemma 4.4, G E A(DE(f)). 
Since A(D,( f )) is of L-type G is a gE-class of L-type and so g = h. Hence 
D(a) is a a-class of L-type. 
LEMMA 4.8. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, let F E E* and 
a E r(F). The-n A(F) = A(p). 
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Proof. We suppose that G E d(F). Then G = Fe for some /3 E r(F). We 
have 01-l E I’(P), fl E I’(F) = I’(*-‘) and so a-l/? E r(P) and 
F--IS = Fa = G. Hence G E d(P) and so d(F) C d(Fa). Replacing F by I;h 
and 01 by IX-~ we have d(P) C d(F). 
For a E S we associate a triple (OL, A, , A,), where 
A, = {au’; a’ is an inverse of a}, 
A, = @‘a; u’ is an invers of a}. 
Then au’%, u’&u and so all elements of A, are W-equivalent to one another 
and all elements of A, are P-equivalent to one another. Also, we have 
OL E P(&(AJ) and (DE(AI))(I = &(A,). Now we suppose that a is an element 
of L-type. Then, since A, _C D(a), A, is a one-element subset of E. Let 
e E &(A,). Then &‘&?~‘a and so ue = a and eu’u = e. By Lemma 1.9, 
eu’ is an inverse of ue = a and so e = eu’u E A, . Therefore A, = &(A,) 
and so A, is a gE-class. Moreover, by Lemma 4.7, d(&(AJ) is a derived 
family of L-type. Thus (Y, A, , and A, satisfy the conditions that A, is a one- 
element subset of E, 01 E I’(DE(AI)), A, = (D,(A,))OI, and d(&(AJ) is a 
derived family of L-type. Conversely, let (a, A, , A,) be a triple satisfying 
these conditions. Then, putting A, = {a,}, there exists an element a E S 
such that OL = UU~ and au,. By Lemma 4.7, u is an element of L-type. 
Moreover, taking an inverse a’ of a, we have ua’Wu&z, and so 
Also 
{au’; a’ is an inverse of u} = (q} = A, . 
{u’u; a’ is an inverse ofu} = (DE({al>))” = (DE(AI)p = A, . 
Thus there exists an element a of L-type such that IY = aoh, 
A, = (ad; a’ is un inverse of a}, and A, =I {u’a; a’ is an inverse of a}. 
Let a* be another such element. Then uRu,Ru* and aoh = OL = or*& 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, we have a = a *. Therefore the element a is deter- 
mined uniquely by OL, A, , and A, . Similarly, we can prove that if a is not an 
element of L-type, then (Y, A, and A, (which satisfy the original conditions) 
satisfy the conditions that A, is a &-class, (Y E T(A,), A, is a one-element sub; 
set of E, (&(A*)) = (&(Al))a’, and &&-(A,)) is not a derived family of 
L-type. Conversely, 01, A, , A, satisfying these conditions determine uniquely 
an element a which is not of L-type and which satisfies the original conditions. 
For a E S the triple (a, A, , A,) associated with a is called the ~e$~esentation 
of a. The components 01, A, , and A, are called the r-component, R-corn-t, 
and L-component of a, respectively. In the following, when a has the repre- 
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sentation (IX, A, , Aa) we usually identify the element and its representation 
and write a = (a, A, , A,). 
The following definition and lemma are related to the set E of idempotents 
of an ordered regular proper semigroup S or, more generally, an ordered 
idempotent semigroup E. For a 9x-class F and an element e E E, we define 
(FL+ and (FL by 
(F)@+ = min (x; e < x and x EF}, 
(F),- = max {x; x Q e and x EF}. 
LEMMA 4.9. In an ordered idempotent semigroup E, let F be a !&-class 
and let e E E such that F < D&e). If there is an element f EF such that e <f, 
then (F)e+ exists and (F)e+ = efe. If there is an element f’ E F such that f’ < e, 
then (F)L- exists and (F),- = ef’e. 
Proof. First we suppose that there is f EF such that e <f. Then, by 
Lemma 1.5, if F is a ~E-class of L-type, then (F)e+ exists and (F)e+ = ef. 
If F is of R-type, then (F)*+ exists and (F)L+ = fe. But ef E F, fe E F and so, if 
F is of L-type, then efe = (ef) (fe) = ef. If F is of R-type, then efe = fe. 
Thus, in both cases, (F)&+ exists and (F)e+ = efe. The second assertion can 
be proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4.10. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, let 
a = (a, ~4, 4), b = (8, Bl , &J, ab = (Y, Cl , G), adF = DE(~) 0 Q&G). 
Then a@ = y, a-l E r(F), /l E r(F), DE(Cl) = p-l, and DE(C,) = Fs. More- 
over, 
(1) if A(F) is a derivedfamily of L-type and if, for each a, E A, , there exists 
bl E Bl such that a2 < 6, , then 
Cl = Woi-1)a,+3 for ~WY 41 EAl and c, =P; 
(2) if A(F) is of L-typ e and if there exists a2 E A, such that b1 < a8 for 
every b, E B, , then 
Cl = {(F”-&} for every aleA, and c, =P; 
(3) ;f A(F) is not of L-type and if, for each b, E Bl , there exists a, E A, such 
thatb, <4, then 
Cl =P-’ and c2 = {@?b,+> for every b, E &a; 
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(4) if A(F) is not of L-type and if there exists b, E B, such that a2 < 6, for 
every a2 E A, , then 
Cl = l7a-l and C, = ((F@)+} for every b,EB2. 
Proof. We have y = (ab) oh = (a&) (bob) = c& Since cy E r(&(A,)), 
&(A2) = (&(A1)P, and F = &(AJ 0 O&) < Q&&J, we have, by 
Theorem 4.6, (~-l E F(F). Similarly, since /3 E F(&(B,)) and F < D,(B,) 
we have /3 E r(F). Let a’ and b’ be inverses of a and b, respectively. Then 
a’a E A, _C &(A,), bb’ E Bl C &(BJ, and so a’abb’ E &(A,) o DE(B1) = F. 
Now F < &(A,), a’& = (a&)-l = 01-l, and a is an inverse of a’. Hence, by 
Lemma 4.5, abb’a’ = a(a’ab6’) a’ EFu-I. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.9, 
b’a’ is an inverse of ab, and so abb’a’ E C, Z D&C,). Hence Form1 = &(C,). 
The assertion that &(CJ = Fp can be proved in a similar way. Next we 
proceed to the proof of the assertion (1) and suppose that A(F) is of L-type 
and, for each a2 E A, , there exists bl E Bl such that a2 < b, . Then, by 
Lemma 4.8, A(&(C,)) = A(l;h-‘) = A(F) and, since A(F) is of L-type, Cr 
is a one-element set and Ca is a gE-class. Hence Ca = D&C,) = Fp. We 
take a, E A, . Then a, = aa’ for some inverse a’ of a. Also, we take an inverse 
b’ of b. Since a’a E A, we have, by assumption, a’a <g for some g E B, . 
Hence, by Lemma 1.1, a’a < a’ag. But, since g E B, and bb’ E B, we have 
ggbb’ and so a’ag%‘a’abb’. Moreover, a’ag E F and a’abb’ E F. By assumption 
A(F) is a derived family of L-type and so F is a BE-class of L-type. Hence we 
have a’ag = a’abb’ and so aa’ = a(a’a) a’ < a(a’ag) a’ = a(a’abb’) a’ = abb’a’ 
and abb’a’ E Fa-l. Hence, by Lemma 4.9, (FOL-‘)aa,+ exists and 
(F--l) aa’+ = aa’(abb’a’) aa’ = abb’a’. Thus we have 
Cl = {abb’a’} = {(Fa-l),l+). 
Now we proceed to the proof of the assertion (2) and suppose that A(F) is 
of L-type and there is an element a2 of A, such that b, < a2 for every b, E Bl . 
Taking a’ and b’ as above we have bb’ < a, . Since a2 E A, and a’a E A, we 
have a$‘a’a and so a’a = a’aaz 3 a’abb’. Hence 
aa’ = a(a’a) a ’ > a(a’ahb’) a’ = abb’a’. 
Now we can proceed in a similar way as above and prove the assertion (2). 
The assertions (3) and (4) can be proved similarly. 
LEMMA 4.11. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S, let F and G be 
two 9,+zsses such that OL E r(F) n r(G). Then 01 E r(F o G) and 
(FoG)==FNoGN. 
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Proof. We apply Theorem 4.6 repeatedly. Since F o G < F and 01 E r(F) 
we have (Y E I’(F o G). Moreover, (F o GP <Fo1, (F o G)” < GE, and so 
(F o GP < P o G”. On the other hand o~-l E r(P) n F(GW) and so, similarly 
above, we 
; o Ga = (P o 
obtain (P o Gs),-l< I+-’ o Gum1 = F o G. Hence 
GOI),-l U<(FoGPandsoFOIoG”=(FoG~. 
THEOREM 4.12. In an ordered regular proper semigroup S we have 
a = (01, A, , A,) < b = (8, B, , B,) ;f and only if either 
(1) 01 <I% 01 
(2) a = P, W?&%) 0 DE(~)) is a derived family of L-type and there exist 
elements f E A, and g E B, such that f <g, or 
(3) 01 = 8, WE(~) 0 DE(&)) is not of L-type and there exist elements 
h E A, and k E B, such that h < k. 
Proof. First we suppose that 01 < 8. Then, by the definition of the order 
of r, we have a < b. Next we suppose that condition (2) holds. First we 
consider the case when DE(AI) < D,(B,). We take inverses a’ and b’ of a 
and b, respectively. Since A(DE(A1) o D,(B,)) = d(DE(A1)) is of L-type 
we have A, = {aa’} and so, by assumption, there exists g E Bl such that 
aa’ <g. Now we suppose that bb’ < aa’ is true. Then bb’ < aa’ <g and 
so, by Lemma 1.3, DE(A1) = DE(aa’) > D,(bb’) o DE(g) = DE(Bl). Hence 
DE(A1) = D,(B,) and so d(D,(B,)) is of L-type. Hence Bl is a one-element 
set which contradicts that Bl contains two distinct elements bb’ and g. Thus 
we have aa’ < bb’. Now DE(AI) E d(DE(AI)) and so DE(AI) is a DE-clhss of 
L-type. Moreover, aa’bb’ E DE(AI) and aa’ E D&Al) and so 
aa’bb’ = aa’(aa’bb’) = aa’. Hence aa’b&‘aa’Wa. Moreover, 
(aa’b) oh = (aa’) uhbub = bob = j? = (Y = aoR. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, aa’b = a and so a = aa’b < bb’b = b. In the case 
where DE(A1) > D,(B,) we can prove that a < 6 in a similar way. Now we 
consider the general case. By assumption there exist elements f E A, and 
g E Bl such that f < g. By Lemma 1.1, f < fg < g and fg E D&Q o D&Q. 
Since J&(4) 0 Q&)) is of L-type (CY, {fg}, (DE(A1) o DE(BJ)OL) is the 
representation of an element c. Since DE(AI) o DE(B1) < DE(AJ and 
D&AI) o DE(B1) < D,(B,) we can apply the results obtained above and then 
a < c < b. Finally we suppose that condition (3) holds. By Lemmas 4.11 
and 4.8 
d(D,(A,) o D&J) = ~((DE(A~)). 0 (DE(B#) = Q(D,(A,) 0 DE(B#) 
= WE(~) 0 QdBd)- 
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Hence d(&(A,) o D&?,)) is not of L-type and we can prove that a < b 
in a similar way. 
Now we proceed to the proof of the converse part and suppose that a < b. 
If OL > p were true, then, by the fact just proved, we would have a > b. 
Thus OL < j3. Now we suppose that a = fl and A(&(Ar) o DE(&)) is of 
L-type. We take f E A, and g E B, arbitrarily. If f > g, then, by the fact just 
proved, u > b and so a = b. Hence A, = B, and so trivially we have f = g' 
for f E A, and g’ E B1 . Thus in this case (2) holds. Similarly, if a = /3 and 
d(D,&lJ o DE(&)) is not of L-type, then we have (3). 
5. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEORY 
In this section we argue conversely and prove that the theorems in Section 4 
really characterize ordered regular proper semigroups. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let E’ be un ordered idempotent semigroup and let r’ be a 
simply-ordered group with the identity 1. Suppose that for each element F of the 
associated semiluttice E’* of E’, r(F) is defined to be a subset of r’ and, for each 
F E E’* and OL E r(F), P is defined to be un element of E’*. We denote 
A(F) = {P; a E r(F)} and suppose that the following conditions are sati$ed: 
(i) for each FEE’*, either all 9=&usses in A(F) are of L-type or all 
!3E+lasses in A(F) are of R-type; 
(ii) UFEEs* T(F) = T’; 
(iii) for every F E E’*, we have 1 E r(F) and F1 = F; 
(iv) forF,GEE’*,ifG<FundaEI’(F),thenaEr(G)andGol~$P; 
(v) forFEEI*,ifaEr(F)and/IEr(F=),then$?El’(F)andP=(P)s; 
(vi) for FEE’*, if a E r(F), then a-l E r(P), 
(vii) for F, G E E’*, ifF and G are comparuble in E’* and a E r(F) CI r(G) 
and if there exist elements f EF and g E G such that f < g, then there exist 
elements h EF”’ and k E GCL such that h < k. 
If all .?I&-classes in A(F) are of L-type, then A(F) is of L-type. We denote by 5” 
the set of all those triples (a, A, , A,) which sutisjj either: 
(viii) A(DE,(AI)) is ofl-type, A, is a one-element subset of E’, a E r(D,,(A,)) 
und A, = (DE,(AI))OL, ok 
(ix) A(DE,(AI)) is not of L-type, A, is a 9~,-ckzss, a E r(A,); A, is a one- 
element subset of E’, and D,,(A,) = A,-. 
We define the product in S’ by 
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where, putting F = &(A,) o D&B,), 
(x) if A(F) is of L-type and ;f, fm each element a2 of A,, there exists an 
element b, of B, such that a2 < bl , then 
Y = 4, Cl = w-‘I,+>> c, =Fe where f E A,; 
(xi) if A(F) is of L-type and if there is an element a2 of A, such that bl < aS , 
for every bl E Bl , then 
Y = 4 C, = W?,-I, c, =Fs where f E A,; 
(xii) if A(F) is not of L-type and if, for each element bl of Bl , there exists 
an element a, of A, such that b1 < a2 , then 
Y = 4, c, =I+-: G = w%+l where kEB2; 
(xiii) if A(F) is not of L-type and if there is an element b, of Bl such that 
a2 < b, fw every a2 E A, , then 
Y = 4, c, =I@, G = w-%-l where KEB,. 
Also we define the order in. S’ by 
(a, A, 3 A,) S (IA B, 3 4) if and only if either 
(xiv) 01 < fl, or 
(xv) a = /I, A(D&A,) o D&B,)) is of L-type and there exist f E A, and 
gEBlsuch thatf dg, or 
(xvi) a = 8, WE+%) 0 WB,)) is not of L-type and there exist h E A, 
andkEB,suchthath<k. 
Then s’ is an ordered regular proper sem&oup. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is divided into several parts. For 
brevity, for the theorems in this section, we often give only the proofs of 
one case. Also, we use g-classes in E’ exclusively and we denote D(A) in 
place of &(A). 
(1) If F E E’* and (Y E P(F), then A(F) = A(P). 
For the proof, see the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
(2) If (a, Al , A,), 6% Bl , B,) E S’, then (01, A, , Aa) 0% Bl , BB) U well- 
defined and belongs to 5”. 
We give the proof only in the case (x). We have F < D(AJ, F < D(B,), 
a E ~(&%)), W&J = (WW, and B E W(BJ). Hence, by (3, 
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(~-1 E R,D(A,)) and so, by (iv), a-1 E r(F) and /I E r(F). Therefore I”-’ and 
Fb are definable. By assumption there exist as E A, and b, E B, with a2 < b, . 
Then, by Lemma 1.1, as < a,b, < b, and a& E D(A,) o D(B,) = F. Hence, 
by (vii), there exist f’ E (II(A,l and t EFOL-I such that f’ < t. But, by 
(v) and (iii), (II(Al = D(A,) and so f' E D(A,). Moreover, by (iv), 
D(A,) = (D(A,))O1-l> P-l. Since P-r E d(F), Fuel is of L-type. Hence, by 
Lemma 1.5, (Fol-I),,+ exists and f ‘t = (F”-‘),e+ . Now we suppose that 
P-l # D(A,) and assume that there is f E A, such that either (Fa-l)j+ does 
not exist or (Fm-l)r+ exists but is not equal to f ‘t. Then either f ‘t < for there 
exists t’ EFOL-I such that f < t’ < f ‘t. In the latter case we have t’ <f’ since 
f’t = (Fqf+ . Thus, in both cases there exists an element of P-’ which 
lies between f and f ‘. Hence, by Lemma 1.3,P-’ > D(j) o Dv) = D(A,) and 
so l+-l = D(A,), which is a contradiction. Hence, if P-l # D(A,) then, for 
every f E A, , (F=-‘), exists and is equal to one another. If Fuel = D(A,), 
then, by (1) above d(D(A,)) = d(F=-‘) = d(F) is of L-type and so A, is a 
one-element set { f} and (D(A,)),+ = f. H ence we obtain the same conclusion. 
Thus C, is well-defined irrespective of the choice of an element f E A,. 
Moreover, D(C,) = Fa-l and so, by (l), d(D(C,)) = d(P-‘) = d(F). Hence 
d@(Q) is of L-type and, since 01 E r(PI-‘) and /3 E T(F) = T(P1-‘a), by (v) 
4 E r(Pl-‘) = r(D(C,)) and C’s = Fs = PW1~p = (D(C,))+s. Hence 
h Cl , G> E S’. 
(3) If F, G E E’* and 01 E T(F) n T(G), then a! E I’(F o G) and 
(F o G)” = For o G”. 
For the proof, see the proof of Lemma 4.11. 
(4) If 6~ A, , A,), (8, 4 9 B,), (Y, C, , G> E S’, them 
(@(A,) o D(B,))S o D(C,))~-‘a-’ = @(A,) o (D(B,) o D(C#-‘p-l 
and these are equal to either (D(A,) o II(B,’ ok (D(B,) o D(CJ)B-‘a-‘. 
In fact, WJ 0 WI) d WI) and p E r(D(B,)). ,Hence 
/3 E T(D(A,) o D(B,)) and @(A,) o D(BJ)8 < (D(BJ)B = D(B,). There- 
fore 
Since 8-l E I’((D(B,)~) = T(D(B,)) and D(B,) o D(C,) < D(B,) we have 
/3-l E I’(D(B,) o D(Q). Moreover, p1 E T((D(A,) o D(BJ)B) and so, by (3), 
((J&4,) 0 Wl))B 0 MY-’ = UWJ 0 Wd>88-’ 0 (Wd 0 WW-’ 
= P(4) 0 W,N 0 (W,) 0 ~(CW’. 
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But 
(D(B,) 0 D(c,))a-’ < (D(B#+ = (D(BJ)B-@ = D(B,). 
Hence 
((W,) 0 Wl)Y 0 w1v-’ = D(4) 0 w4) 0 ww-‘. 
Since 
a-1 E T(D(A,)) and 
we have 
((D(A,) 0 D(B# 0 D(cl)y-‘~-’ = (D(A,) 0 (D(B,) 0 D(Cl)yr’)e 
Moreover, 
and so, by Lemma 1.6, D(A,) o D(&) and (D(B,) o D(C,))a-’ are compa- 
rable in E’*. Hence 
@Y4) 0 wlv 0 wlP-la-’ 
= ((D(4) 0 wlN 0 VW) 0 wlv-l)a-l 
is either (D(A,) o D(B,)p-l or (D(Bs) o D(C,))s-‘aY1. 
(5) S’ is a s~&q, Gzd 4 if (% Al , A,), (P, Bl , B,), (7, Cl , C,) E S’, 
then 
In fact, we put, by (4), 
P = (@)(A,) o D(B,))p o D(CJyS-lu-l = (I&4,) o (D(B,) o D(Cl))~‘)or-l. 
Also, we put 
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Then 8 = @, K = j$ and so X = @y = TV. Moreover, 
D(L,) = (D(D,) 0 D(q))+ = ((D(A,) 0 D(B# 0 D(c#-‘=-l= P, 
D(M,) = (D(A,) 0 D(K,))-l = (D(A,) 0 (D(B,) 0 D(c#-‘y = P. 
Also, by (4), P is equal to either (D(A,) o D(B,))o1-l or (D(Bs) o D(C,))~-‘a-‘. 
In this paper we prove (h,L, ,L,) = (EC, iVi , Ms) only in the case when 
d(P) is of L-type, P = (D(A,) o D(B,)).-‘, and P # (D(B,) o D(Cl)y3-1u-1. 
We have D(Di) = (D&4,) o D(B,))O1-l = P = D(L,) = D(M,) and so, since 
d(P) is of L-type, D, , L, and Afl are all one-element sets. We put 
D, = {d,),L, = {1i} and 1M, = {q}. S ince (& 4 ,4) (Y, Cl , Cd = (WI , 4) 
and d(P) is of L-type, we have either Zi = (P)d,+ or Zi = (P)+ . But 
dl E D(Dl) = P and so, in both cases, we have & = dl . If, for each us E A, , 
there exists an element b, E B, such that a, 6 b, , then as < a&, < b, . 
Since P # (D(B,) o D(C,))a-Ia-’ we have P < (D(B,) o D(Cl)>B-lti-‘. Hence, 
taking k, E Kr arbitrarily, 
WI) 0 D(h) = W,) 0 (W,) 0 W’JY- 
= (D(B,))p-’ o (D(B,) o D(Q)@-’ 
= (D(B,) o D(C,))f+ > p = D(A,) o D(B,) = D(a&). 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, a,& does not lie between b, and k, , and so 
us < a.& < h, . Hence Zi = dl = (P),l+ = m, for a, E A, . In the case 
when there is an element a, of A, such that b, < u2 for every b, E B, we can 
prove lr = dl = (P)al- = m, in a similar way. Thus in both cases we have 
& = (12 = {M = n/r, and moreover, L, = Pogv = A&. Hence 
(4 L, 7 Ls) = 6% N1; 7 w. 
(6) For F, G E El*, if there exist elements f, f’ EF and g, g’ E G such that 
f < g and f ’ ‘2 g’, then F and G are com@zbZe in E’*. 
Iff~g’,thenwehavef~g’~f’andsoF=D(f)~D(f’)~D(g’)=G. 
On the other hand, if g’ < f, then we have g’ <f < g and so we obtain 
G <F similarly. 
(7) S’ is simply-ordered with respect o <. 
In fact, the reflexivity is trivial. Next we prove the antisymmetry and sup- 
pose that (a,4 ,A) < (Is, & , Bz) and (B, & , BJ d (a, 4 ,4). Then 
we have a = @. In this paper, we prove (OL, A, , A,) = (/I, Bl , B,) only in the 
case when d(D(A,) o D(B,)) is of L-type. By definition there exist f, f’ E A, 
and g, g’ E Bl such that f < g and f' > g'. Hence, by (6), two 9x*-classes 
D(A,) and D(BJ are comparable in’E’*. Without loss of generality we assume 
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that D(A,) 6 D(B,). Then d(D(A,) o D(B,)) = d(D(A,)) is of L-type, and 
so A, is a one-element set. Therefore f = f’ and so g’ <f’ = ,f < g. Hence 
D(B,) = D(g) o D(g’) < D(f) = D(A,) and so D(A,) = D(B,). Therefore 
d(D(B,)) = d(D(A,)) is of L-type and so 23, is also a one- 
element set. Hence g = g’ = f and A, = {f} = {g} = Bl . Moreover, 
A, = (D(A,)p = (D(B,))oI = B, . Thus we have (a, A,, A,) = (/I, Bl , B,). 
Finally we prove the transitivity and suppose that (a, A, , Aa) < (p, B, , B,) 
and (j?, Bl , B,) < (y, C, , C,). If a < j? or /I < y, then we have a < y and 
(a, 4 , 4) d (n Cl , C,). Now we suppose that a = /I = y. 
Since D(A,) o D(B,) < D(B,) and D(B,) o D(C,) < D(B,), the &-classes 
D(A,) o D(B,) and D(B,) o D(C,) are comparable in E’* by Lemma 1.6. 
We give the proof only in the case when d(D(A,) o D(B,) o D(C,)) is 
of L-type and D(A,) o D(B,) f D(B,) o D(C,). Then d(D(A,) o D(B,)) is 
of L-type and, since (a, A, , A,) < (p, Bl , B,), there exist f E A, and g E Bl 
such that f < g. Hence, by Lemma 1.1, f < fg < g. Now we assume it is 
true that h < fg for every h E C, . Then, since h < fg < g we have 
WI) 0 D(4) = W,) 0 WI) 0 W’J < WJ 0 WI) 
= D(g) 0 D(h) =G D(fg) = D(A,) 0 D(B,) 
and so D(A,) o D(B,) = D(B,) o D(C,). Hence d(D(B,) o D(Q) is of 
L-type and so, since (j3, Bl , B,) < (y, C, , C,) there exist g’ E Bl and 
h’ E C, such that g’ < h’. Hence g’ < h’ < fg < g and so 
D(B,) = D(g’) o D(g) < D(h’) = D(C,). 
Therefore d(D(B,)) = d(D(B,) o D(Q) is of L-type and so Bl is a one- 
element set, which contradicts that Bl contains two distinct elements g and g’. 
This contradiction shows that there exists an element h E C, such that 
f < fg < h. Hence D(A,) o D(C,) = D(f) o D(h) < D( fg) = D(A,) o D(B,) 
and so D(A,) o D(C,) = D(A,) o D(B,). Therefore d(D(A,) o D(C,)) is of 
L-type and, by (xv), we obtain (a, A, , A,) < (y, Cl , C,). 
(8) S’ is an ordered semigroup. 
By (5) and (7) it suffices to prove the monotone property: if a < b, then 
ac < bc and ca < cb. We put a = (a, A, , A,), b = (/I, Bl , B,), 
c = (Y, Cl , Cd ac = (v, 4 , DA, bc = cBy,4 ,G), ca = (m Gl , G), 
and cb = (yp, H1 , Ha). If a < 8, then q < /3~ and ya < # and so ac < bc 
and ca < cb. Next we suppose that a = 8. We have (D(D,)p < D(C,) and 
(D(F,)p < D(C,) and so (D(Q))” and (D(F,))” are comparable in El*, by 
Lemma 1.6. Hence D(Q) and D(F,) are comparable in E’*. In this paper we 
prove only ac < bc in the case when D(4) < D(F,) and d(D(D,)) is of 
L-type. Then D1 is a one-element set, say D, = (s}, and s = (D(DJ),+ or 
s = (D(D,)),- for every p E A, . Now we assume it is true that t < s for 
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every t EF~ . Then we have t < p for every p E A,; otherwise for some p E A, 
we would have p < pt < t < s, 
pt E D(A,) 0 (D(B,) 0 D(C,)y = @(A,) 0 D(B,) 0 WI))=--’ 
= D(Dl) 0 D(F,) = II(Dl) 
and s = m4>>,+ 3 which is a contradiction. We have q < s for every 
q E B,; otherwise for some q E B, we would have t < s < sq < q, 
D(F,) = (D(B,) o D(C,))ol-’ o (II(B,-l = (D(B,) o D(C,))D-’ o D(B,) 
= II(t) 0 D(q) < D(s) = II(&). 
Hence d(D(F,)) = d(L)(&)) is of L-type and t = (D(F,)),- . On the other 
hand sq E D(D,) o D(B,) = D(F,) o (D(B,)p-’ = D(F,), which is a contra- 
diction. That A(&&) o D(B,)) is of L-type implies p < q for every p E A, 
and every q E B,; otherwise there is p’ E A, and q’ E B, such that q’ < p’. 
Since (a, Al ,A) < (8,& , h), th ere is p” E A, and q” E Bl such that 
p” < q”. Hence, by (6), D(A,) and D(B,) are comparable in E’*. If 
D(A,) < D(B,), then d(D(A,)) = d(D(A,) o D(B,)) is of L-type and so 
A, is a one-element set. Hence q’ < p’ = p” < q” and so 
W4) = W) 0 W’) < D(P’) = WM. 
Therefore d(D(B,)) = d(D(A,)) is also of L-type, which contradicts that 
Bl has two distinct elements q’ and q”. If D(B,) < D(A,) we can obtain a 
similar contradiction. We have p < s for every p E A, and’t < q for every 
q E B, . Otherwise there is either p’ E A, such that q < s < p’ for every q E B, 
or q’ E Bl such that q’ < t < p for every p E A,. Hence either 
WI) 0 WI) < WI> or D(A,) o D(B,) < D(F,). In both cases we have 
D(A,) o D(B,) = D(DJ and so d(D(A,) o D(B,)) is of L-type. This con- 
tradicts the fact shown above. Thus we have t <p < s and t < q < s for 
p E A, and q E B, . Hence t < pt < p and pt E D(F,) o @A,) = D(Q). 
We have t < pt < q; otherwise we would have q < pt < p and so 
D(A,) o D(B,) = D(p) o D(q) < D(pt) = D(DJ. Hence d(D(A,) o D(B,)) 
is of L-type, which contradicts the fact shown above. Since t < pt < q we 
have D(F,) = D(t) o D(q) =$ D(pt) = D(DJ and so d(D(F,)) = d(D(D,)) is 
of L-type. Hence Fl is a one-element set {t} and, since p < s and t < q we 
have s = (W&+ # (WlN9- and t = W’d,- f (WI)),+ . Hence, 
for as E A,, there is c, E C, such that us < c, , and then bs E B, such that 
cl < b, . Hence D(A,) o D(B,) < D(C,) and so D(A,) o D(B,) = D(Q). 
Therefore d(D(A,) o D(B,)) = A@(&)) is of L-type and so t < p < q < s. 
But then t <p < pq < q < s, pq E D(A,) o D(B,) = D(4), which contra- 
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diets s = (D(Q)),+ . The above consideration shows that s < t for some 
t EF~ . Since s E D1 and d(L)(Q) o D(F,)) = d(D(D,)) is ofl-type this shows 
that ac < bc. 
(9) S’ is an ordered regular semigroup. 
By (8), it suffices to prove that S’ is regular; that is, for each 
a = (CU, A, , Aa) E S’, there exists an element x E S’ such that axa = a. In 
this paper we prove this only in the case where d(D(A,)) is of L-type. Then 
A, is a one-element set, say {f}, OL E P(D(A,)) and A, = (D(A,))O1. Taking 
g E A, arbitrarily, we put x = (01-l, B1 , B,), where B1 = {g} and B, = D(A,). 
Then d(D(B,)) = A(D(A,)) = A((D(A,))cl) = d(D(A,)) is of L-type, 
o~-l E r((D(A,)y) = T(D(B,)), and D(B,) = D(A,) = (D(A,))ar-’ = (D(B,))oI-‘. 
Hence x E S’. Moreover, d(D(A,) o D(B,)) = d(D(B,)) is of L-type and 
(MA,) d WJ)ol-‘If+ = tWINf+ = f = ttW2) 0 WW%. Hence 
ax = (1, (f}, D(A,)). Now we can easily verify that 
aa = b, {fh tW4)N = a. 
(IO) An element (CY, A, , A,) of s’ is idempotent if and onZy ;f (11 = 1. 
In fact, if (01, A, , A,) of S’ is idempotent, then 01~ = 01 and so 01 = 1. 
Conversely, we suppose that (1, A, , A,) E S’. In this paper we considered 
only the case when d(D(A,)) is of L-type. Then A, is a one-element set, 
say {f}, and A, = D(A,). Now d(D(A,) o D(A,)) = d(D(A,)) is of L-type 
and (D(A,) o D(A,)),+ = (D(A,) o D(A,)),- = f. Hence 
(1, A, > A,)’ = (1, if>, 4%)) = &A, 9 A2). 
(11) s’ is an ordered regular proper semigroup. 
By (9), S’ is an ordered regular semigroup. Let (01, A, , A,) and (/3, B, , B,) 
be idempotents of S’ and let (cr, A, , A,) < (7, C, , C,) < (8, B1 , BJ. Then 
a < y < P and, by (IO), 01 = p = 1. Hence y = 1 and so, by (10) again, 
(y, C, , C,) is an idempotent. Therefore, by Theorem 2.11, S’ is an ordered 
regular proper semigroup. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Remark. The condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is unnecessary for that 
theorem. But it is essential for Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.2. In Theorem 5.1, E’ is isomorphic as an ordered semigroup 
with the set E of idempotents of the ordered regular proper semigroup s’ and 
r’ is isomorphic as an ordered group with the minimum group homomorphic 
image r = S/o of s’. If we identsfy the corresponding elements in these iso- 
morphisms, then I’(F) and Fol in the assumption of Theorem 5.1 coincide with 
l’(F) and Fti defined in Section 4, respectively. 
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Proof. We divide the proof into several steps. 
(1) E’ is isomorphic as an ordered semigroup with E. 
For e E E’, we define eQ as follows: 
(a) if d(D(e)) is of L-type, then eQ = (1, {e}, D(e)), 
(b) if d(L)(e)) is not of L-type, then eQ = (1, D(e), {e}). 
It is easily seen that eQ E S’. Moreover, by (10) of the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
eg, E E. Evidently Q is a one-to-one mapping of E’ onto E. Now we suppose 
that e, f E E’ and e < f. Putting eQ = (1, A, , A,) and fo, = (I, Bl , B,) 
we have e E A, n A,, f E B, n B, , and e <f. Hence, by definition, eQ < fp 
Conversely, we suppose that eQ < fq. If e > f were true, then, by the result 
just proved, eQ > fs, and, since Q is one-to-one we have ep, > fQ, which is a 
contradiction. Hence e <f. Thus E’ is order-isomorphic with E. Next we 
prove that Q is a semigroup homomorphism and let e, f E E’. In this paper 
we consider only the case where A(D(e) o D( f )) is of L-type. First we suppose 
that D(e) < D(f). Then d(D( e )) is of L-type and so eQ = (1, {e}, D(e)). We 
put fq = (1, B, , B,). Then 
(W 0 WINe+ = We) 0 D(f>h+ = (We)),+ = e = (We) 0 WV),- 
and d(L)(e) o D(B,)) = d(D(e) o D(f)) is of L-type. On the 
other hand, e E D(e), ef E D(e) and, since D(e) E d(D(e)) the ~3~,-class 
D(e) is of L-type. Hence we have ef = e(ef) = e. Therefore 
(eQ) (fQ) = (1, {e}, D(e)) = eQ = (4) Q. Next we suppose that D(f) < o(e). 
Thenwehavee#fandfQ=(1,{f},D(f)).WeputeQ=(1,A1,A,).Then, 
for every e’ E A, , D(e) o D(e’) = D(e) ‘2 D( f ). Hence f does not lie between 
e and e’. By Lemma 1.5, if e <f, then 
P(e) 0 Wf>b+ = min {y; y e D(e) o D(f) and e < y} = ef, 
and if f < e, then 
(D(e) o D( f ))e- = max (y; y E D(e) o D(f) and y < e} = ef. 
Hence, in both cases, (eQ) (fQ) = (1, {ef >, D(ef )) = (ef) Q. Finally, in the 
general case, we have D(ef) < D(e) and D(ef) 6 D( f ). By the results proved 
above, (eQ) ((ef)~) = (e(ef))~ = (ef>o,~d((ef)Q)(fd = ((ef)f)9, = (ef) Q- 
Moreover, ef lies between e and f and so, since Q is an order isomorphism, 
(ef) Q lies between Ed and fp. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, 
h') (fQ) = @Q> ((ef)Q) (fd = ((eQ)((ef)Q)) (((ef)Q) (fQ)) = (ef)Q- 
(2) Let a = (OL, A,, A,) E S’. If d(D(A,)) is of L-type and 
a = (a, {al}, D(A,)), then we put x = (a-1, {a,}, D(q)) with a, E A,. If 
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d(D(A,)) is not of L-type and a = (OL, D(A,), {aa}), then we put 
x = (a-l, D(aJ, {a& with a, E A, . Then, in both cases, we have x E S’, 
ax = a,v, xa = asp, and x is an inverse of a, where q~ is the isomorphism of E 
onto E defined in (1). 
For the proof we consider only the case where d(D(A,)) is of L-type. 
In (9) of the proof of Theorem 5.1, it was shown that x E S’, 
(IX = (1, {ur}, D(ul)), and axa = a. Similarly we can show that 
xa = (1, (4, WJ) an d xax = x. Hence, by (10) of the proof of Theorem 
5.1, we have UX, xu E E and, by definition, ux = alp, and xa = a+ Moreover, 
since axa = a and xux = x the element x is an inverse of a. 
(3) Let a = (a, A,, A& and b = (& Bl , B,) be elements of s’. Then we 
have au6 ;f and only ;f cx = /I. 
Let x be an element defined in (2). Then x is an inverse of a and the r- 
component of x is 01-l. Hence the J’-component of xb is LY-‘~? and so, by (10) 
of the proof of Theorem 5.1, xb E E if and only if a = fi. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.6 and the definition of u, we have sub if and only if OL = 8. 
(4) r’ is isomorphic as an ordered group Edith I’ = S/u. 
Let $ be the mapping of r into r’ which maps ad to the r-component 
of a for each a E S’. By (3), # is well-defined irrespective of the choice of 
a E S’ and is one-to-one. Conversely, we take a: E r’ arbitrarily. Then, by 
condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1, there exists a dz*-class F such that OL E r(F). 
If d(F) is of L-type, we put a = (a, (f >, P) with f E F. If d(F) is not of&type, 
we put a = (01, F, {g]) with g EP. Then a E S’ and (aoh) # = (Y. Hence # 
is a one-to-one mapping of r onto r’. Moreover, by definition, the r-corn- 
ponent of the product of two elements in S’ is equal to the product of I’-com- 
ponents of these elements. Hence, for a, b E S’, we have 
and so # is a group isomorphism. Furthermore, if aah Q bob, then for two 
u-classes au and bu there exist elements a’ E au and b’ E bu such that a’ < b’. 
But the r-components of a’ and 6’ are (a’uh) # = (a&) I$ and @‘ah) I,A = (bob)& 
respectively. Hence, by definition, we have (auh) $ < (6~4) #. Since # is one- 
to-one ud < bus implies (auh) # < (bob) $J. Therefore conversely, if 
(au”) # G P-4 $3 th en aoh < bed. Hence 4 is an ordered group isomorphism. 
(5) Let a = (OL, A,, A,) E S’, a, E A,, and a, E A,. Then we have 
If d(D(A,)) is of L-type, we put x = (a-1, {a*}, D(aJ). If d(D(A,)) is not 
of L--e, we put x = (CY-l, D(aa), {al}). Then, by (2), we have ax = a,q~, 
xu = a,~, uxa = a, and x(wc = x. Hence u&zz = alp, and a9xu = a#. 
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(6) Let a = ((Y, A, , A,) and b = (/I, B, , B,) be elements of s’. Then we 
have &b if and only if A, = B, . Also we have a9b if and only if A, = B, . 
In this paper we prove only the first assertion. First we suppose that 
a9b. We take a1 E A, and b, E 23, arbitrarily. Then, by (5), a,qx%&bWb,~. 
Hence (alcp) (b,p) = b,cp, (b,v) (alcp) = a,qz and so, since v is an isomorphism, 
we have a,b, = b, and b,a, = a, . Therefore a,.%?b, and, in particular, we 
have D(A,) = QB,). If o(D(A,)) is of L-type, then both A, and B, are 
one-element subsets and, since a,9?b, we have a, = b, . Hence 
A, = {al} = (b,} = B, . On the other hand, if d(D(A,)) is not of L-type, 
then A, = D(A,) = D(B,) = B, . 
(7) For a 9E~-class F, P(F) coincides with that defined in Section 4. 
We fix f EF arbitrarily and suppose that a! E I’(F). If d(F) is of L-type, 
we put a = (01, { f},P). If d(F) is not of L-type, we put a = (ar, F, {g}) 
with g EFOL. Then a E S’ and, by (5), we have &fv. On the other hand, we 
have (a&) 4 = 01 and so ar E {(a&) #; a9fF). Hence r(F) C {(a&) $; &fv}. 
Conversely, let a.Bfy and let a = ((Y, A, , A,). We take a, E A, arbitrarily. 
Then, by (5), we have a,p9?2a&‘f~ and so a,%f. Hence f E D(A,) and so 
OL E P(D(A,)) = r(D( f )) = r(F). H ence r(F) = {(a&) #; &fv}. Identifying 
corresponding elements by q and #, the set of the right-hand side is r(F) 
defined in Section 4 and so the assertion has been obtained. 
(8) For a .9pclass F and 01 E r such that (Y E r(F), P coincides with that 
defined in Section 4. 
In fact, we choose f E F and g EP arbitrarily. If d(F) is of L-type, we put 
a = (01, {f},P) and x = (01-l, {g}, F). If d(F) is not of L-type, we put 
a = (OL, F, {g}) and x = (OL-r,P, {f}). Then a, x E S’ and, by (2) and (5), 
we have in both cases aSi’fv, (ad) 9 = a, E is an inverse of a, and xa = gcp. 
Hence D(xa) = D(grp) = (D(g)) v =(P) p. But D(xa) is the P defined in 
Section 4. Thus the assertion has been obtained. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
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